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and, particularly, the truncated form with M {a, /3, a, r) ^0. The more important results of the paper are to be found summarized in Theorems 2 and 3. Throughout the paper we shall consider all given functions as bounded and continuous, and in order to facilitate the work we shall adhere to the notation (1) to represent the variables of functions as indices, (2) to signify by the repetition of an index in a term, once as a subscript and once as a superscript, an integration on that variable over the fundamental interval {a, b).
A Generalization of the Fredholm Equation.
Let us consider a special type of integral equation of a function of two variables which has as its origin the succession of two ordinary Fredholm equations, namely
(1) yafi = yafi + X R a y<r0 _|_ ^Jjf yar + ^KfLf^.
In fact, (1) is given by the succession of equations (2) z"? = y°P + \K«y°P, y"? = z"** + \xL T H°«.
The equations (2) being ordinary Fredholm equations, it is evident at once that the equation (1) (5) that the homogeneous equation (10), that is, ;y«0==O, has a solution. Let us seek now to determine the nature of X and ju when this condition is fulfilled. For X and fx sufficiently small, the resolvent kernel of -\fxk^l/ is given by (11). To say that D [-\tikflf ] -0 is to say that (11) (14) are of the form of a MacLaurin's expansion, it is easily seen that the singular ensembles of k?(z) and 1/(z) are given respectively by s = X/X -1 and s = /Z/ju -1, where X and / Z are characteristic values of the kernels K? and Lf, respectively. Thus by Hadamard's theorem the singular ensemble of (12) is given by z = (X/X -l)(/z//x -1). If we define z = 1 to belong to this ensemble, then we see that X and ju must satisfy the relationship X/X+M/M = 1. The sufficiency of the theorem is evident since (16) These equations in virtue of (17) and (16) It is evident that all solutions of (15) must satisfy simultaneously the equations (18) ; hence we have the following theorem. With respect to the above theorem we must bear in mind that for an equation (15) with given parameter values X and /x, there may exist more than one pair of characteristic parameters satisfying (16) and accordingly the totality of homogeneous solutions of (15) is enlarged.
It follows directly from the above theorem that the totality of solutions of the associate equation to (15), that is, In like manner, we may show the equivalence between (19) and A necessary and sufficient condition that (22) have a solution when X and \x satisfy (16) is that all solutions of (21) when composed with the right hand side of (22) The actual solutions may be computed from the equation (22) in the usual fashion. be true for all continuous functions ƒ*, then P a^0 , Q? =0. In virtue of the transitivity of equations of the form (4) and the preceding lemma, we see that a necessary and sufficient condition that
where we have assumed X and \x to have non-characteristic values, be an inverse to (4) 
where c is a constant. Substituting these values of the resolvent kernels in the well known relation satisfied by a kernel and its resolvent, we obtain (24). The sufficiency of the theorem is easily shown by noting that the hypotheses of the theorem imply from (23) that mt + \K%mf T + vl^mVr = 0.
SinceX and ^t satisfy no relation of the form (16), by Corollary 1, it follows that m°f T^0 .
As an example of kernels whose resolvent kernel is just a constant times the kernel itself, consider the kernel K? -A a B a î then k« = -K«/(l+Kl).
If the kernels K? and Lf of the above theorem are of this type, then it is necessary that KS + LS = -2, in order that the theorem apply.
In concluding this paper, it is of interest to note that the linear integral equation (25) y^ = A*?* + XJ#y + MC a V r + vD? 9 yr may be reduced to the form (4) provided the kernels of (25) are of such a nature that B^ /A "? is free of /3, Cf? /A "? is free of a, and A a^0 , (a^a, j8^6).
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